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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to study the outcome of finite difference methods of mainly second order for the numerical 
solution of certain singular two-point boundary value problems. The method is mainly an extension of the method of 
Gustafsson (1973) from the linear to nonlinear differential equation and is particularly suitable when the differential 
equation in question cannot be reduced easily to an elegant system of first-order equations. 
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1. Introduction 
Gustafsson [4] has treated a numerical method for solving singular boundary value problems 
with solutions that can be represented as a series expansion on a subinterval near the singularity. 
Difference method is then used to generate a regular boundary value problem on the remaining 
interval. 
Brabston and Kellar [1] have considered boundary value problems with a linear system of 
first-order equations with a regular singular point. They have also sought o justify the procedure 
of expanding about the singularity to get a nonsingular problem over a reduced interval. 
Brabston and Kellar have confined to singular point of the first kind only. Hoog and Weiss [5] 
have investigated the numerical solution by two difference schemes of boundary value problems for 
first-order system of ordinary differential equations with a singularity of the second kind. But 
unless the given differential equation can be reduced to a first-order system by a suitable 
cannonical transformation their method is ineffective. 
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On the other hand, this paper confines itself to a class of singular two-point boundary-value 
problems which are not necessarily linear. 
In particular, we consider the equation 
2 dk F dkul 
Lu = ,=o ~ ( -  1)* ~ [_pk(X) -d--~Xg j = F(x, u) (1.1) 
on the interval 0 < x ~< 1. 
We assume that one or more of the coefficients pk(X) be infinite at x = 0 and the singularities are 
of the first kind. 
The boundary conditions are posed as 
2 {dku~ 3 (dku~ 
At~\dxkjx_.O + ~ Bt~\dxkflx=x=gl, 1=1,2,3,4.  (1.2) k=O k=O 
Eq. (1.1) subject o the boundary conditions (1.2) is first linearized by making an appeal to the 
Newton's method. For each such linear equation we apply Gustafsson's method of series expansion 
about a small neighbourhood f the point x = 0 and difference method in the rest of the interval. 
We try to provide certain sufficient conditions which will ensure that the sequence of approximate 
solutions of the nonsingular set of problems over a reduced interval ultimately converges to 
a solution of the equation. 
In Section 2, we discuss the linearization of the main problem (1.1) by Newton's method and 
form the subproblem. In Section 3 we form the approximate operator L h obtained through 
discretization of the subproblem. Section 4 presents the consistency, stability and error estimate of 
the method, and finally Section 5 contains the numerical experience and some comments. 
2. Linearization by Newton's method and formation of the regular subproblem 
Let us write Pu = Lu - F(x, u). We assume that F(x, u(x)) ~ C(1)(0, 1), OF/Ou is continuous in u, 
and u ~ C2(0, 6)nC4(6, 1) for 6, a small positive quantity. Thus, P:~v c C2(0, 6)nC4(6, 1) 
C(0, 1), ~v being the domain of P and any u ~ ~v satisfies the boundary conditions (1.2). 
Let u (°) ~ ~v be an initial approximation to the solution of Pu = 0 subject o (1.2). The Fr6chet 
derivative of P at u (°) = u(°)(x) is 
2 dk ( dk t 
P'(u (°)) = ~ (--1) k ~X k Pk(X) ~X k -- F'z(x, u(°)(x)), (2.1) 
k=O 
a linear differential operator from ~v into C(0, 1). 
In the above 
OF(x, u) u=u~°'(x) 0 < x ~< 1. (2.2) F'z(x, u(°)(x)) = 0u 
In order to treat the singularities we apply Newton's method to the equation Pu = 0 to approxim- 
ate it by a linear differential equation. 
or  
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Starting from uC°)(x) ~ ~v,  the next approximation uta)(x) can be determined from the equation 
P' (u c°)) (urn(x) -- ut°)(x)) = -- pu~O) 
(L - F i(x,  uC°)(x)))(um(x) - u~°l(x)) = -Pu~°). (2.3) 
The solution u m of the linear differential equation (2.3) must satisfy the boundary condition (1.2), 
i.e. 
E A,, - -  + • B,,\--~-~-xk ]x = =g, ,  I=1 ,2 ,3 ,4 .  
k=O \ dxk /~o  k=O 1 
Thus, wC°)(x) = urn(x) -- u¢°l(x) must satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions 
X At, + X B,, k ,~ Jx=,  = 0. (2.4) 
,<:o  
We next consider the linear differential equation 
(L -- F~ (x, u ~°)(x))) w t°) = -- Pu (°) (2.5) 
subject o the boundary condition (2.4). 
The linear equation has a singularity at x = 0. We can write (2.5) as 
L~°)w c°) d~ ( d2w~°lk ~ l --z-v-) = _ \p , (x )  ux_  dx 2 tpE(x) ~ )  d [ dw 1°, 
+ (po(x) - F'2(x, ut°)(x)))w c°) = -P(ut°)(x))  (2.6) 
subject o the boundary condition (2.4). 
Since singularities of the first kind at x -- 0 are considered, we can take P2 (X) = 0" 2 X,  p~ (x), Po (x) 
and F'2(x, ut°i(x)) being regular functions. 
Let us denote Po (x) - F~ (x, ut°)(x)) = f toO)(x). 
The general solution to the homogeneous problem is obtained by formally differentiating 
wt°)(x)= x"  ~ ak xk, ao ¢ O. 
k=O 
Possible values of m are determined from the indicial equation m(m - 1) (m - 3) (m - 4) = 0. 
Accordingly, the general solution can be written as 
oo oo 
w¢°)(x)=~l ~. a ikXk+82 x y" a2kxk+~aX3 y ', a3kxk+84X 4 ~ a,kX k, 
k=O k=0 k=0 k=0 
where the coefficients can be recursively determined [4]. 
We can now think that there is a positive constant 6 such that for 0 < x ~< 6, a series expansion is 
valid. Let us assume that the smooth part of the general solution to (2.6) can be written as 
wt°)(x) = i £qRl°)(x) + "'s+Rt°)l(x), s ~< n, 
i=1  
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= r't°) 1 (x) is where R~°)tx ~ R~°)tx ~ , R~s°)(x) are linearly independent solutions to L~°)w ~°) 0 and ,,~+
a particular solution to (2.6). Rl°)(x) consists of one or more terms of the form ~b(x) Y ff=0 a~k °)xk, 
where ~b(x) is an elementary function and the ak'S are recursively determined. 
We will transform the problem into a problem on the interval [3, 1], and therefore boundary 
conditions must be derived at x = 3. The equation being linear the method as given in 1-4] can be 
applied. 
In what follows, we consider the linearized problem as 
2 dk(  dkw) 
Z,w= 2 ( -1 )  k~ pk(X)~ +~k(x)w=G(x)  (2.7) 
k=l  
subject o the boundary condition 
E at,\dxk]~_.o + E Bl , \dxk  =0.  
k=O k=O x =1 
(2.8) 
w tl) will however denote the solution of the ith subproblem corresponding to the ith Newton 
approximation uti)(x) to the solution of (1.1). We take ~O°)(x) =ft01)(x) and Gt°)(x) = -Put°)(x).  
For the present we assume that Lw = G(x) has a unique solution. The sufficient conditions for 
the existence of the unique solution will be enumerated later on. 
The general solution to (2.7) can be written as 
w(x) = 8IRI (x)  + o~2R2(x) + ~sRa(x) + 84Ra(x) + Rs(x), (2.9) 
where Rl(x), R2(x), R3(x) and R4(x) are linearly independent. These functions are built up by 
carefully taking into consideration the functions Po(x), P1 (x) and P2(x). 
The value w(6) obtained by putting x = 6 in w(x) will be used as boundary conditions for the 
discretized problem Z, hW = ~. 
3. Approximate operator Lh 
Let h be the steplength and define gridpoints 
x j= jh+6- rh ,  j = 0,1, . . . ,N,  
where r is an integer and depends upon the width of the difference operator Z,h. 
Let v(x) denote the solution of the approximate equation L, hv = tT. Let v~ = v(xj) and let the 
second-order approximation to L be taken into consideration. Let Evj = v~+ 1, hD + = E - I, hD_ 
= I - E -  1 and hDo = (E -- E -  1 )/2. Following Gustafsson [4-I, Z,h, a second-order approximation 
to L can be written as 
Z, hv~ = pz(xj)(D+ D-)2vj q- 2p'2(xj)Do(D+ D_)vj + (p~(xi) -- pl(xj))(D+ D_)vj 
-- P' l(xj)Dovj + ~k~°)(xj)vj, j = 2, ... ,N  -- 2. 
The grid is located so that 6 = x3, 1 = Nh - nh. 
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The boundary conditions of the discretized problem over [6, 1] (see [4]) are as follows: 
4. 
~., ~iRi(xo) = W(Xo) - Rs(xo), 
i=1  
4. 
y, 
i=1  
~iD +Ri(xo) = D + w(Xo) - D +Rs(xo), 
4. 
E 
i=1  
~iD2+Ri(xo) = D2+ w(Xo) - D2+Rs(xo), 
4 
i=1  
8iDa+Ri(xo) = D3 w(xo) - D3+Rs(xo). 
Solving the above four equations, we can express 0~{s in terms of W(Xo), D + W(Xo), ..., D 3 W(Xo). Now 
D3w(xo) = w(di) - 3w(x2) - 3W(Xl) - W(Xo). 
We can write 
3 
~,= ~ t,jD~+w(xo), i=  1,2,3,4. (3.1) 
j=O 
On the other hand, substituting the expression for w(x) in (2.8) we have 
) 3nd,w,1, 
A,, °~iR~°(0+) + E th,---dTi =0,  l=  1,2,3,4 
i=0  j= l  i=0  
or  
, ) 3 d,w,x, 
~, ~i A',R~i)(0+) + E Bt 0 
2=1 i=o i=o ' dxi - 
or  
4 3 diw(1) 
E I~)lj~J "q- ~ n l i7  = O' 
j= l  i=0  
where 
$'J = E A',R~i)(o+) • 
=0 
Incorporating the expression for 0~j in terms of W(Xo), D+w(xo),..., D%w(xo), we have 
4 3 3 diw(1) 
E E qbtjtjkDkW(Xo) + E Bt, O. 
j= lk=O i=0 dxl - 
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Writing 
4 
j= l  
the above equation can be written as 
a 3 diw(1) 
~'kDkw(xo) + E Bt ,~ = O, l = 1,2,3,4 (3.2a) 
k=O i=O 
or  
/ O,s 
w(6) + 
h a h2 ' w(x2) + h2 + h3 ] w(xl) 
2~,~ ~z3"] a d'w(1) 
h2 h3 j W(Xo) + i=0 ~ Bl, dx i - 0, l = 1,2,3,4. (3.2b) 
The above system gives the boundary conditions in [6, 1]. 
It may be noted that V(Xo), v(xl) and v(x2) may be found from the analytical expressions for w(x) 
since Xo,Xl,X2 <~ 6 (=Xa). 
4. Consistency, stability and error estimate 
In what follows, we would prescribe conditions for the existence of a unique solution of Eq. (1.1). 
Next we would establish the consistency of the discretized linear difference quation with the 
linearized differential equation generated through Newton's method. Next the stability of the 
solution of the difference quation would be looked into. The error estimate will appear at the end. 
Theorem 4.1. Let the followin9 conditions be fulfilled: 
(i) po(x) ~ c(6, 1), px(x) e c1(6, 1), p2(x) ~ c2(6, 1), 6 is a small positive quantity, 
(ii) po(x), Px (x), p2(x) are  each strictly positive, 
(iii) Lu E £¢2(0, 1), 
(iv) 
dud, dui X °
U(X) -~X P2(X) dx2,j,J - p2(X) dx dx2 Pl(X)u(x)-~x >~ 0, 
(v) F(x, u) satisfies the Lipschitz continuity, i.e. 
II f (x,  wl(x)) - t (x,  w2(x))II ~< g II Wl - WE II, 
for wl,w2 ~ C2(0, 6)c~C4(6, 1), where K is a constant and II'll is a norm in C [0, 1], 
(vi) K < Po. 
Then Eq. (1.1) alon# with the condition (1.2) has a unique solution. Moreover, 
subproblems (2.3) has a unique solution E ~n(0, 1)nL2(0, 1). 
each of the 
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Proof. Introducing the scalar product [ .]  in ~2(0, 1) we have 
1,=o ~ Pkdxk] judx 
= f2 ud2~x 2 (p2(x) d2u'-d-~)dx-f2udU~ (Pl(X)~xx)dX+ f2 p°(x)uz(x)dx 
(d  ( d2u)) dud2u d~ x 
= u(x) -~x p2(X)~xZ -- p2(X)~x x dx z px(x)u(x) o 
/ d~u'~ du']~ 
+ flp2(x)[,-~x2) dx+f lp t (x ) (dx]  dx+ flpo(X)U2(x)dx 
where po(X) t> Po > 0. Thus, L has a bounded inverse L-1. 
Moreover, put Lu = V so that u = L- ~ V; we have 
po IIg-lVll 2 ~< I Ig- lg l l "  N VII 
or  
39 
1 
I Ig- lv Ib 4 = HVII. (4.1) 
Po 
Eq. (1.1) thus takes the form 
u = L- 1F(x, u). 
For any v e Nv(0, 1)c~2(0, 1), 
L-1F(x, u) - L-1F(x, v) = L-I(F(x, u) - F(x, v)). 
Hence, 
11 L- 1F(x,  u) -- L- XF(x, v)II ~< II L- x II II F(x, u) - F(x, v)II 
<<. I IZ - l l lg l lu -v l l  
K 
~<--Ilu - vii 
Po 
since K < Po, L -1F  is a contraction mapping. 
Banach's fixed point theorem ensures the existence of a unique solution of (1.1). Regarding the 
subproblem we note that 
II L- 1F'2(x, urn(x))II ~< K/po < 1. 
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Therefore, (I - L -1F~(x,  utl)(x))) - 1 exists and (L - F'2(x, utl)(x))) - 1 exists. We recall that 
2 kdk(  dkw'~ 
LW=k=lZ (--1) ~ Pk dxk j  +O(X)W, 
h 4 
h4Lhvj = P2(xj )h4(  D- )4v j+ 2 -[- 2pi(xi) ~ (D_)3(vj+ 2 "4- Vj+ 1) 
h 3 
-t" h4(p '~(x j )  - p l (x j ) ) (D- )2v j+ 1 -- Ptl(Xj) -~ (Vj+ 1 -- Vj- 1) 
+ O~°)(xj)h%j, j = 2 , . . . ,N  - 2. 
We note that L, = L,h + O(h2) • Therefore, 
Lh  1 = (L  - -  O(h2) )  - 1 
= (I -- L,- ~O(h2)) - XL-1 
Since L -  1 exists Lh ~ exists. Thus, the solution of the difference quation Lhv = (~ is unique. [] 
Let B k denote the Banach space of all  grid functions v = (Vo . . . . .  VN) T with the norm given by 
Ilvllh = max Ivjl. 
O<.j<~N 
Following Kreiss [6] we write 
I ID-vl lh = max ID-vjl. 
O~j<~N-1 
We state the following well-known lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 (Kreiss [6]). Let j, k with j < k be natural numbers. For every 7 > 0, there are constants 
Cjk(7) independent of  h and v, such that 
II D~- v lib ~< 7 II Dk- v lib + Cjk(~) II v lib. 
Theorem 4.2. Let us assume that 
[jvll~ : max Ivjl, 
3<~j~N-2 
i IIP}(x)lla= max IPj(x)l, 
t~<x~< 1 
[[ (D-) iv I[~ = max 
v(,~) <<. v(x) <~ v(1) 
max 
3~<j~<N-2 
I(D-Yvl, 
ILhvjl. 
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If L = max(Ko,K~,K2) and/~ = max(g~o,g~,g~2,g~3) are finite, where Kj and gij are defined 
below, then Eqs. (2.7) and its difference quation counterpart Lhv = ~ are consistent. 
[1 h4Lh v Ila = 
2 
=2 
j=0  
where 
go = lips(x)I1~, 
max Ih4Lhvjl 
3<~j<~N-1 
max Ip2(x j )h4(D_)gvj+ 2 + p'2(xj)h4((D_)avj+ 2 + (D_)avj+ x) 
3<~j<~N-1 
h a 
+ P~(x j )h4(D-)2v j+ 1 - p l (X j )h4(D- )2v j+ 1 - p'x(Xj) -~ (vj+ 1 - v j -  1) 
+ 4p(o)(xj)h4vjl 
~< II p2(x)I1~ II (D-) 4v I1~ + 2h II p'2(x)I1~ II (D-) 3v I1~ + h2 II p'~(x)I1~ II (D_)2v I1~ 
+ h2 II P l (x)II a II (D-)2v II a + h 2 II P~ (x)II ~ II v II ~ + h4 II 4~¢o)(X)II ~II v II 
~< (ll p2(x)I[~ + 2h? II p'~(x)I1~ + h27 II p';(x)I1~ + h23 ' II px (x)II,)II (O_)% I1~ 
+ (2h~C3,(~) IIP~ (x)I1~ + h2?C~,(?)( IIp~(x)II ~ + II P~ (x)I1~) 
+ ha It Pl (x)tla + h" II ~o(X)I1~) IIv I1~ 
3 
hJ(kjll(O-PIIvll,) + E hJf~llvll,, 
j=0  
k~ = 2~ IIP~(X)I1~, 
k2 = ~(llPx(X)ll~ + IIP~(x)ll~), 
Ko = 2 I lpi(x)I1~C34(~), 
/~1 = (l[ Pl (x)II ~ + II P~(X)II ~)~ C24(~), 
/~2 = IIP'~(x)ll~, 
/~3 = II 4~o)(X)I1~, 
II Lw(xj) - Lhvj I1~ = II Lh(w(xj) - vj) + (L - Lh)W(Xj)I1~ 
~< II L -- Lh I1~ II w(xj)I1~ + II Lh(w(x~) - v~)11~ 
2 
<<. IIw(x)ll~O(h 2) + Y~ hJ- 'k j l l (O-p(w(x~)- vj)lla 
j=0  
3 
+ Z hJ-'f~Jll(w(xi)-vj)ll~ 
j=0  
2 
<~ IIw(x)ll~O(h 2) + L Y. h j-4 I I (O-p(w(xj)  - vj)ll~ 
j=0  
3 
+ ill y" h j-4 II (w(xj) - vj)I1~. 
j=0  
The above proves the consistency of the linearized system with the discretized system. 
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Theorem 4.3. I f  we denote 
II Lh v II 
II Lh II : max 
v(~)~v(x)~v(1) Ivl 
and po(x), pl(x), p2(x) satisfy the conditions prescribed in Theorem 4.1, then the solution 
linearized equation Lv = (7 converges to the solution of the linearized equation L,w = G. 
or  
We have shown earlier that L-1 exists and is positive bounded below. Now 
Z ,=Lh+O(h2) I  fo rxe[6 ,1 ]  
of the 
Lh ---- L, -- O(h2) I .  
Since L -  1 exists and bounded and II L -  XO(h2)I [I < 1, L h i = £-  1(1  __ O(h2)L  - 1) - 1 exists and is 
bounded. Now, L-1G -Lh : t7  = Lh I(G - tT) + (L -1 -Lh  1)G. Therefore, 
IIL-1G - Lfl(711 ~< IILf 1 I[ II(G - (7)11 + II L-1 - Lh 1 [I I[G[[. (4.2) 
Now 
IlL -1 - L f  1 II = IlL- l(Lh -- L)Lh 111 
~< II£-X II IILh-£1111Lflll 
= O(h 2) since llL£ 111 and IlL -1 II are both bounded. (4.3) 
Using (4.1) we can say that for (7 sufficiently close to G, L -  1G is sufficiently close to L f  1(7. This 
establishes the stability of the discretization process effected in [6, 1]. 
The algebraic system corresponding to Lhw = (7 is given by 
~j+ 2Vj+ 2 At- ~j+ l Vj+ I -[- ~jVj "~ ~j-  l Vj-1 -~- ~j-  2Vj- 2 = G(Xj), j = 2, . . . ,N - 2, (4.4) 
where 
~4 1 0~j+2 = p2(xj) q- -~ p'2(Xj), 
i4 1 1 1 oTj+a = - -~pE(x j )+-hXP '2 (x j ) - -~(p~(x j ) -p l (x j ) )+  p ' l (x j ) ,  
6 2 
~j = -~ p2(xj) -- ~ (p~(xj) -- pl (xj) ) + I//°(Xj), 
o~j-1 = - p2(xj) - ~ p'2(xj) - -~ (p~(xj) - p~(xj)) - pi(xj) , 
1 1 
i j -2  = ~ pE(xj) - ~ pi(xA. 
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The boundary condition can be written as 
fllo VO + ~111) 1 "a t- flI2 I)2 "q- fllal)N- 3 "~ fll, I)N- 2 "Of- flls I)N-1 "or" fll6 l)N : 0 ,  l = 1,2,3,4, (4.5) 
xN = I, x3 = a, 
where 
1 1 
#to = a,o - ~ &, + ~ &, 
1 2 
fit, = ~ At, -- ~ At:, 
1 
1 
3 
ill, = ~ B,: - -~ Bt,, 
1 2 3 
IS,, = -~ B,, - ~ & + -~ B., 
1 1 1 
The system of equations (4.4) together with equations (4.5) arising out of the boundary conditions 
provide N equations in (N -  3) variables va, ..., vN. It may be recalled that Vo, vl ,  v2,v(cS) are 
determined for the analytical solution and are therefore assumed to be known. The linearly 
independent set of boundary conditions is taken into consideration. 
The error pervading the system is generated in two ways, namely by way of linearization by 
Newton's method and by discretization. 
Let u "+ 1)(x) be the (i + 1)th Newton iterate for Eq. (1.1) subject o boundary conditions (1.2). 
Then w">(x) = u <i+ 1)(x) - u<t)(x) solves the linear differential equations 
(L -- F~ (x, u")(x) ) )w")(x) = -- eu<°(x) (4.6) 
subject o the boundary condition 
E % + E ~,, ~,]x= =0" (4.7) 
k = o t ,  dx  k , , ]x,o k = o 
Earlier we have shown that (L - F~(x, urn(x)) - ~ exists. Proceeding in the same way we can show 
that (L - F~(x, u")(x)) - 1 exists. 
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It follows from (4.6) that 
[I u(i+ 1)(x) - -  u(i)(X) [I = II (L -- F i (x ,  u¢i)(x)) - 1 eu¢i)(x)II (4.8) 
~< II (g -- F'2(x, u¢i)(x)) - 11111Pu")(x) II (4.9) 
= II (L - F ; (x ,  u(i)(x)) - 111 II pu¢i)(x) - pu( i -  1)(x) - L(u( i)(x) 
- u (i- X)(x)) + F'2 (x, u ~i - X)(x)) (u(i)(x) - u ¢i- 1)(x))II 
= I I (L-  F;(x,u¢i)(x))-lll f l  [F 'E (X 'ut i -1 ) (x ) ) - -  Fi(x'u"-l)(x) 
+ O(u")(x) - u"- "(x)))] (u")(x) - u"- "(x)) dO 
1 
~< ~ I1 (Z -- F'2(x, u")(x)  ) -  l l[ K II u")(x) - u"-1)(x) II 2. (4.10) 
In Theorem 4.1 it has been shown that (L - F'2(x, u¢°)(x)) - 1 exists and proceeding in the same way 
we can show that (L - F~(x,  u¢i)(x)) - x exists V i and II (L-1El(x, u")(x))II ~< K/po  < 1. Hence, 
i i (L_ F,2(x,u.)(x))_ll I <<. __1 ~ (K /po)~_  __1  . (4.11) 
Po ~ = o Po  - -  K 
Using (4.10) and (4.11) we get 
K 
II u "+ 1)(x) - u")(x)II ~< II u")(x)  - u" -  l~(x)II 2. (4.12) 
2(po - K) 
To obtain the discretized error let us discretize and obtain the discretized equation 
(Lh - -  F ' z (X~,  u" -  1)(x~))) (v~ i)) = - -  Pu~ i -  1), (4.13) 
where/~u~- 1) is an approximation to Pu ~- 1)(x~), and v~ ) is the solution of the discretized equation 
at x = x~. Let us construct O~;)(x) by Hermite interpolation with 
- -+~ , j = 0,1, . . . ,4.  
dxj 
We note that the difference scheme in our problem is compact. 
Then it follows from [6, p. 612-I that 
(~L -- F~(x~, u" -  X)(x~)))z3")(x~) - -  h2G~ i-  1) = __ f fU~i -  1) ,  
where 
H G(i-1)l[h ~< const (~  I ID"+vl lh+l lPu(~- t ) l [h ) .  
/~=0 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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Then we have from (4.14) and the ith linearized equation, 
(L  -- F '2(xv,u( i -1)(xv)))(w(i)(xv) -- O(i)(xv) = - -h2G (I-1) + Pu( i -1)(xv)  - / su~i -  1) (4.16)  
o r  
W(i)(X~) -- t~li)(Xv) = (L  - -  F~(xv ,u ( i -1 ) (xv) ) ) - l (pu l i -1 ) (xv)  -- Putv i - l )  -- h2G(] -  1). (4 .17)  
The difference scheme in our problem is compact and the boundary conditions in the ith 
subproblem are homogeneous. Since second-order approximations are used for u(t)(1) and RI°(0) 
are computed exactly by following arguments as in Theorem 4.1 [6], we can say that the boundary 
conditions have second-order accuracy. 
The boundary conditions for the ith subproblem in [6, 1] are (see (3.2b)) 
3 ~ dkw(i)(1) a 
Dlk ~X k + ~" ~ll~Dk+w(1)(Xo)=O, I=  1,2,3,4. 
k=O k=O 
After discretization and neglecting the truncation error the boundary conditions can be written 
as  
3 3 
Bt, D(O(°(1) + ~, ~Ot~Okw(xo) = 0. (4.18) 
k=O k=O 
Let Bt stand for the differential operator (Y.ka=O Bl~ dk/dx k) and Bth stand for the corresponding 
discretization operator. Then Eq. (4.18) can be written as 
3 
B~O(°(1) + ~ Oz~Dkw(xo) -- h2R4tO (° = 0, l = 1,2,3,4, (4.19) 
k=0 
where R4d3 ") stands for a linear combination of divided differences D 4 _ v, for which the estimate 
[1R4I ~(i) [I ~< K I[D 4- ~(i)lib, 
with K independent of h. 
It follows from (3.2b) and (4.19) that 
Bl(w(0(1) -- ~(°(1)) + h2R4O (1) = 0 
or  
w(°(1) - ~(°(1) = -h2BF 1R4O(1), l = 1, 2, 3,4. 
It follows from (4.17) that 
max [w(1)(xv) - 13(i)(x~,)l ~ - -  
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
1 \ (h 2 max [G~ - 1)1 _.[_ max ]Pu ('- 1)(x,) /Su~'-l)]~. (4.22) 
v Po K 
Eq. (4.21) yields 
[w(i)(1) - t)(°(1)[ ~ h21i B~ 1R4z3(° [[. (4.23) 
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Therefore, 
[I w¢/)- Oti)llh ~< h 2 (II a"-l)llhpo - K + min, lIB7111 KIID4-~")H) 
II Pu"- 1) _ _Pu(i- 1) lib 
+ 
Po -- K 
We can summarize the above discussion in the following theorem. 
(4.24) 
Theorem 4.4. Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 be fulfilled. Let in addition the differential operator 
Bt = (Btk dk/dx k) have a bounded inverse for each I. The error at different stages of linearization is 
given by 
K 
II u "+ X)(x) - u"~(x)II ~< II u ti) - u" -  x~ ii 2. 
2(po -- K) 
The discretization error in solving the ith subproblem is 
w o _ ~,o IIh ~< h2 (II G"-  ~) IIh II Po -- K + mint II B7111 K II D4- t~(i)[I \ / 
I[ eu" -  1> _ Pu" -  1)lib + 
Po - K 
Remark (i) For a large number of variables, method of overrelaxation or more efficient methods 
can be used for solving the subproblem at each stage. 
(ii) Once we know w (°) we can find u ~1} and proceed to find u (2}. 
(iii) Newton's method provides quadratic onvergence. 
5. Numerical experiments 
In this section we report our numerical experience. 
Boundary value problem I 1-3, p. 182]: 
[(2 - x2)y"]  '' q- 40y = 2 - x 2, 
(5.1) 
y" ( _  1) = y ' " (_  1 )=0.  
Table 1 is the result by finite difference method of the boundary value problem (5.1). The problem 
is fourth-order linear, Po = 40, K = 0. There is no error due to linearization. 
h2 II G IIh 
The discretization error ~< - -  
Po - K 
Boundary value problem II I-7, p. 556]: 
dx x3 ~ _ 2x3q~-2  = 0, 
= 3.50966 × 10-3. 
0~<x~<l .  (5.2) 
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Table 1 
h = 0.2 
x Second-order method 
0.0 0.05238 
0.2 0.05197 
0.4 0.05068 
0.6 0.04831 
0.8 0.04439 
1.0 0.04019 
Subject o the boundary conditions, 
¢ ' (0)=0, ¢ (1 )=2>0.  
Eq. (5.2) which is known as Ffppl-Hencky equation arises in elastic membrane theory and 
~b represents he positive stress developing in a circular membrane subjected to a constant normal 
force. 
Let 4,(i)(x) denote the solution of the ith linearized problem and the corresponding operator 
A ° for the (i + 1)th problem is given by 
2' - dx x3 dxx + 4x3(¢"))-2I. (5.3) 
For the regular subproblem in 6 .N< x ~< 1 we use 
,,wH2=f~W2(x)dx. 
[~W,  W] = - -~x x3 dx]  + 4 x3(d)ti)(x))-2w2(x)dx 
dx / dx + 4 X3(~)(i)(X))-2W2(X)dZ 
>~((12---6-~)2+4 min Ixl3 ) 
- o.<x.< x I¢")(x)l 2 IIWLI 2" 
Hence 
(263 Ixp 
II(Ae)- 111 ~< (1 6) 2 + 4 min 
The above helps us in finding the error estimate. 
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Table 2 
Results of shooting method 
x ¢, h = 0.25 ¢, h = 0.125 ~, h = 0.0625 
0.0 3.0298645 3.0298657 3.0298653 
0.25 3.0280118 3.0280135 3.0280132 
0.50 3.0224471 3.0224454 3.0224457 
0.75 3.0131271 3.0131273 3.0131273 
1.00 3.000 3.000 3.000 
Table 3 
Result by finite difference method (h = 0.25) 
X Second-order method Fourth-order method 
¢ 
0.0 3.0274076 3.027213 
0.25 3.0257027 3.0255148 
0.50 3.0205822 3.0205812 
0.75 3.012022 3.0120454 
1.0 3.00 3.00 
The equation can also be written in the form 
34) ' 2 ¢"+-  + =o, 
¢'(0) = O, ¢(1) = 2. (5.4) 
Now 
¢' 2 
lim - -  = ¢"(0) = ¢2 (0)" 
x~O X 
The problem can be solved by discretization over the entire interval and then by applying 
Newton's method. 
We have compared the results of finite difference method with the results of shooting method (see 
Tables 2 and 3). 
Boundary value problem III [2]: 
(x 'y ' ) '  = sx~+S-2(sxSe~ - (~ + s - 1)) 0 < x ~< 1, (5.5) 
4+x s 
y(0) = In (¼), 
Exact solution: 
y(1) = In (½). 
Y(X) = In [4--~x~ ] • 
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Table 4 
Results of problem III 
X Y 
6 = 0.05 ~ = 0.1 Exact 
0. I -0 .6113223 -0 .5901579 -0 .6031443 
0.3 -0 .6169497 --0.6182522 -0 .6117233 
0.5 -0 .6307443 --0.6314623 --0.6283889 
0.7 -0 .6555232 -0 .6543692 --0.6522464 
0.9 - 0.6844128 - 0.6824430 -- 0.6821451 
Chawla and Katti 1-2] have confined themselves to 0 < ~ < 1 (weak singularity). We have taken 
= 1 and s = 2, so that x = 0 is a singularity of the first kind. Let yt°(x) denote the solution of the 
ith linearized problem and the corresponding operator La for the (i + 1)th problem is given by 
(d )  4x3e y'' 
d X-d"xx + X2i. 
= - dN 4-- -7-- -  
'x 
For the regular subproblem in a ~< x ~< 1 we use the norm 
IIWl12=f~w2(x)dx, 
f~d(dxx dw) flxae'"'w2(x)dx4q_x 2 [£aW, W]=-  Xa~x x Wdx+4 
= 6 dw(6) w(6) + x dx + 4 w2(x)dx. 
dx \ dx ] 4 + x 2 
Writing 
ytO = In q~tl)(x) 
~> ((1 2---6~)2 + 4 min Ix[3 ) 
_ ~<.x<.14+x2 I~t°(x)l IlWll 2 
>/ (1 - -  t~) 2 + 4 + a --------~ a .< ,, .< 14~")(x)l II w II 2. 
The above helps us in finding II (Le)- ~ II. The theoretical error estimate can be found (see Table 4). 
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